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(sf)  Removal  of  data  from  a  shared  cache. 

©  A  high-speed  cache  16  is  shared  by  a  plurality  of  independently-operating  data  systems  10,11,12  in  a  multi- 
system  data  sharing  complex.  Each  data  system  has  access  both  to  the  high-speed  cache  17  and  lower-speed, 
secondary  storage  14,15  for  obtaining  and  storing  data.  Management  logic  17  and  the  high-speed  cache  17 
ensures  that  a  block  of  data  obtained  form  the  cache  for  entry  into  the  secondary  storage  will  be  consistent  with 
the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  shared  cache. 
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This  invention  relates  to  multi-system  data  sharing  combinations. 
In  a  database  system  wherein  a  plurality  of  independently-operating  computer  systems  share  data, 

global  locking  is  required  to  maintain  coherency  of  data  in  the  different  systems.  A.J.  van  de  Goor,  in 
COMPUTER  ARCHITECTURE  AND  DESIGN,  Addison  Wesley,  1989,  discusses  the  data  coherency 

5  problem  as  one  in  which  sharing  data  among  a  proliferation  of  processors  raises  the  possibility  that 
multiple,  inconsistent  copies  of  data  may  exist  because  of  multiple  paths  to  the  data  and  because  of 
opportunities  to  locally  modify  the  data. 

Solutions  to  the  data  coherency  problem  have  been  proposed.  All  are  based  essentially  on  the 
existence  of  a  global  lock  on  data  retrieved  from  a  central  location.  Assuming  pagination  of  data,  one 

io  computer  system  of  a  multi-computer  system  which  shares  data  stored  on  a  disk  acquires  a  global  lock  on 
a  page  of  data  and  obtains  and  updates  the  page.  The  lock  signifies  to  the  other  computer  systems  that  the 
page  has  been  acquired  for  updating.  Prior  to  releasing  the  lock  on  the  page,  the  computer  system  holding 
the  lock  writes  the  page  to  the  disk,  after  which  it  generates  and  sends  a  message  to  the  other  computer 
systems  to  invalidate  any  copies  of  the  page  which  may  be  held  in  their  local  cache.  The  lock  on  the  page 

75  is  not  released  until  acknowledgement  is  received  from  every  other  computer  system  having  access  to  the 
page.  A  solution  similar  to  this  is  described  in  detail  in  US-A  4,399,504.  A  commercial  product  which 
incorporates  this  solution  is  the  IMS/VS  system  with  the  data  sharing  feature. 

The  prior  art  global  locking  system  provides  great  advantage  in  maintaining  data  coherency.  However, 
the  overhead  penalties  inherent  in  it  include  the  requirement  for  performing  an  I/O  procedure  when  a  page 

20  is  updated  and  undertaking  message  exchange  after  the  I/O  procedure  in  order  to  notify  the  other  systems 
and  release  the  lock. 

When  used  in  a  non-data-shared  single  system  case,  the  prior  art  IBM  IMS/VS  product  still  incurs  extra 
overhead  in  maintaining  data  coherency  (consistency)  between  transactions  by  implementing  a  commit 
policy  requiring  each  transaction  which  updates  data  to  write  the  modified  data,  together  with  log  records,  to 

25  storage  before  the  transaction  is  fully  committed.  This  requires  one  I/O  procedure  per  pane  for  each 
modifying  transaction,  which  increases  overhead  costs. 

In  contrast,  the  IBM  DB2  in  the  single  system,  non-data-sharing  case  follows  a  policy  which  does  not 
require  an  I/O  process  to  write  an  updated  page  back  to  storage  in  order  to  commit  a  transaction.  If  the 
protocol  described  above  is  used  in  the  IBM  DB2  product  in  a  data-sharing  situation  where  a  plurality  of 

30  computer  systems  access  one  or  more  data  storage  sites,  the  performance  could  degrade  significantly 
because  of  the  required  write  hack  to  storage  and  message  delay.  In  this  regard,  see  C.J.  Date's  discussion 
of  concurrency  at  pages  593-595  in  Vol.  I  of  AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  DATABASE  SYSTEMS,  Addison- 
Wesley,  1986. 

In  a  multi-computer,  data-sharing  system  which  includes  multiple  levels  of  storage,  it  is  contemplated 
35  that  a  secondary  level  of  storage  would  consist  of  one  or  more  direct  access  storage  devices  (DASDs) 

which  are  shared  by  independently-operating  computer  systems.  Typical  nomenclature  for  hierarchally- 
arranged  storage  systems  classify  DASD  and  other  such  storage  facilities  as  "secondary"  storage.  In  this 
regard,  secondary  storage  includes  all  facilities  from  which  data  must  be  moved  to  "primary"storage  before 
it  can  he  directly  referenced  by  a  CPU.  See  Detiel,  OPERATING  SYSTEMS,  Second  Edition  1990,  by 

40  Addison  Wesley.  It  is  further  contemplated  that  caching  techniques  would  be  useful  to  provide  a  high- 
speed,  frequently-accessed  storage  for  shared  data.  For  various  reasons,  data  would  be  entered  into  a 
shared  cache  by  the  database  systems  after  acquisition  from  DASDs.  In  this  regard,  a  shared  cache  would 
be  included  in  a  primary  level  of  storage  for  a  multi-computer,  data-sharing  system. 

In  such  a  structure,  a  potential  hazard  would  exist  if  one  computer  system  obtained  a  block  of  data  from 
45  the  shared  cache  for  the  purpose  of  writing  it  to  the  DASD  at  the  same  time  that  the  same  block  of  data  is 

obtained  from  the  shared  cache  by  another  computer  system,  modified,  and  returned  to  the  shared  cache. 
In  this  situation,  it  is  assumed  that  the  retrieval  of  the  modified  block  of  data  from  the  shared  cache  for 
storage  in  the  DASD  is  referred  to  as  "casting  out"  of  the  block.  Relatedly,  castout  requires  that  the  page 
being  cast  out  be  read  from  the  shared  memory,  written  to  DASD,  and  then  marked  as  unchanged  in  the 

50  shared  memory. 
For  efficient  cache  management  of  the  shared  cache,  it  is  required  that  shared  blocks  of  data  be  cast 

out  periodically  or  based  on  thresholds  of  changed  blocks  in  the  cache.  Once  a  block  is  cast  out,  it  is 
marked  as  unchanged  and  becomes  a  candidate  for  deletion  from  the  cache.  A  significant  danger  arises 
when  the  casting  out  is  conducted  by  one  computer  system  as  some  second  computer  system  writes  a 

55  new  version  of  the  page  to  the  shared  memory  during  the  interval  between  the  read  and  delete  operations. 
The  danger  is  that  the  delete  will  erase  the  new  version  of  the  block.  Higher  level  locking  or  serialization 
and  queuing  in  the  shared  cache  are  typically  used  to  ensure  that  this  does  not  happen.  The  problem  with 
higher  level  locking  is  that  it  doubles  the  cost  of  removing  the  page  from  the  cache  because  it  requires  two 
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more  multi-system  interactions,  that  is  lock  and  unlock.  It  will  also  delay  the  writing  of  the  modified  version 
by  the  second  system  which  would  produce  undesirable  performance  consequences. 

This  invention  concerns  the  maintenance  of  consistency  between  a  cached  version  of  a  block  of  data 
and  a  version  of  the  block  of  data  which  is  being  written  to  secondary  storage  after  being  updated. 

5  This  invention  seeks  to  provide  a  method  and  structure  in  a  shared  data,  multi-computer  system  which 
guarantees  that  any  page  of  data  in  a  shared  cache  which  is  being  cast  out  prior  to  deletion  will  not  result  in 
deletion  of  a  later  version  of  the  page  written  to  the  shared  memory  while  the  castout  operation  is  in 
progress. 

A  significant  advantage  of  the  invention  is  that  it  does  not  require  higher  level  locking  or  serialization 
io  and  queuing  mechanisms  in  a  shared  memory  to  guarantee  consistency  between  page  versions  when 

removing  a  page  from  the  shared  memory  for  entry  into  secondary  storage. 
An  important  object  of  this  invention  is  to  provide  a  method  for  operating  a  multi-system,  data-sharing 

complex  in  which  data  is  cached  in  a  shared  electronic  memory.  In  a  multi-system,  data-sharing  complex,  a 
database  system  executing  on  a  first  computer  system  could  be  reading  a  modified  page  in  a  shared 

is  cached  as  a  first  step  to  write  the  page  to  secondary  storage  while  another  database  system  could  be 
trying  to  cache  an  even  more  recently  updated  version  of  the  same  page  in  the  shared  cache.  The 
invention  detects  such  a  condition  and,  without  a  blocking  mechanism  such  as  locking,  bars  deletion  of  the 
updated  copy  of  the  page  from  the  cache  after  the  first  computer  system  has  stored  the  prior  version  in 
secondary  storage. 

20  The  key  innovation  of  this  invention  is  a  technique  for  operating  a  shared  cache  that  does  not  require 
any  additional  serialization  mechanisms  such  as  higher-level  locking  to  guarantee  that  a  more  recent 
version  of  a  page  is  not  deleted  from  the  cache  while  an  earlier  version  is  written  to  secondary  storage.  The 
cache  is  accessed  by  a  directory  containing  a  directory  entry  for  each  page  stored  in  the  cache.  Critical  to 
the  invention  is  the  provision  of  a  castout  lock  field  in  the  directory  entry  for  each  page  in  the  cache  which 

25  contains  the  identification  of  a  computer  system  currently  performing  a  castout  operation.  This  field 
operates  in  conjunction  with  a  change  field  used  to  indicate  whether  the  page  has  been  changed.  If  the 
change  field  indicates  that  the  page  has  been  changed  during  an  ongoing  castout  operation,  it  prevents 
deletion  of  the  page,  thereby  preserving  the  latest  version  of  the  page  in  the  shared  cache  for  a  following 
castout  operation.  The  invention  operates  by  allowing  castout  only  if  the  castout  field  is  zero,  indicating  that 

30  no  castout  is  in  progress,  and  by  deleting  a  page  only  if  both  the  castout  ID  and  change  bit  fields  are  zero. 
The  invention  requires  an  addition  of  an  operation  to  the  normal  read/write  set  of  operations;  namely  a 
"read"  for  cast  out  operation  that  enters  the  identification  of  the  requestor  into  the  castout  ID  field  and  sets 
the  change  field  to  zero. 

The  scope  of  the  invention  is  defined  by  the  appended  claims;  and  how  it  can  be  carried  into  effect  is 
35  hereinafter  particularly  described  with  reference  to  the  accompanying  drawings  in  which: 

Figure  1  is  a  block  diagramatic  representation  of  a  multi-system  data  sharing  combination  including  a 
high-speed,  non-volatile  fast  memory  used  as  a  shared  cache; 
Figure  2  is  a  block  diagramatic  view  showing  in  greater  detail  the  shared  memory  of  Figure  1  and  data 
structures  necessary  to  practise  the  invention; 

40  Figure  3  is  a  flow  diagram  representing  process  flow  for  a  READ  command; 
Figure  4  is  a  flow  diagram  representing  process  flow  for  an  unconditional  WRITE  command; 
Figure  5  is  a  flow  diagram  representing  process  flow  for  a  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  command; 
Figure  6  is  a  flow  diagram  representing  a  process  flow  for  a  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  command; 
Figure  7  is  a  flow  diagram  representing  process  flow  for  an  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  IDENTIFICATION 

45  command; 
Figure  8  illustrates  how  the  invention  prevents  the  deletion  from  a  shared  cache  of  a  page  updated 
during,  but  prior  to  the  conclusion  of,  a  castout  operation;  and 
Figure  9  is  a  flow  diagram  illustrating  the  method  of  the  invention. 
The  invention  provides  the  structure  of  a  multi-system  data  sharing  combination  including  a  shared 

50  cache  in  the  form  of  a  non-volatile  electronic  memory  and  a  method  for  operating  the  cache  for  sharing  data 
resources  while  maintaining  coherency  among  several,  possibly  different,  versions  of  the  data. 

If  a  data  coherency  policy  in  a  multi-computer,  data-sharing  system  requires  writing  of  an  updated 
page,  an  architecture  with  certain  significant  characteristics  can  be  used.  Such  an  architecture  is  illustrated 
in  Figure  1  and  includes  a  plurality  of  independently-operating  computer  systems  10,  11,  and  12,  which 

55  share  data  stored  on  direct  access  storage  devices  (DASD)  14  and  15.  The  DASDs  14  and  15  can 
comprise,  for  example,  multi-disk  disk  drives.  Characteristically,  this  is  referred  to  as  "secondary  storage". 
The  architecture  includes  N  computer  systems,  S1  to  SN,  each  including  a  database  management  system 
(DBMS)  which  controls  creation,  organization,  and  modification  of  a  database  comprehending  data  on  the 
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DASDs  14  and  15  and  which  controls  access  to  the  data  in  the  database.  Also  provided  in  the  system  is  a 
high-speed  non-volatile  electronic  memory  16  which  functions  as  a  cache  shared  by  the  computer  systems. 
The  memory  16  is  attached  by  high-speed  links  18,  19,  20  to  the  computer  systems  10,  11,  and  12. 
Hereinafter,  the  memory  16  is  referred  to  as  either  "the  memory"  or  "NV-store". 

5  When  comparing  access  to  the  memory  16  with  access  to  secondary  storage,  it  is  asserted  that  the 
memory  16  is  a  relatively  high-speed  semi-conductor  memory.  Further,  the  attachment  of  the  memory  16  to 
the  computer  systems  is  by  way  of,  for  example,  fibre  optics  communication  channels  which  provide  very 
high  speed  (hundreds  of  megabytes  per  second)  data  transfer.  Relatively  speaking,  an  I/O  operation 
conducted  at  the  relatively  high-speed  memory  16  might  take  tens  of  microseconds,  while,  as  is  known,  I/O 

io  with  relatively  lower-speed  DASDs  can  take  tens  of  milliseconds. 
The  memory  16  includes  management  logic  17,  preferably  in  the  form  of  a  processor  which  manages 

all  memory  storage  operations.  The  management  logic  17  can  comprise,  for  example,  a  high  performance 
microprocessor  with  a  local  program  store  and  private  memory,  rendering  the  management  logic  device 
capable  of  engaging  in  message-based  memory  access  transactions  with  the  computer  systems  10,  11  and 

75  12. 
The  computer  systems  10,  11,  and  12  may  comprise,  for  example,  IBM/3090  Systems,  each  including  a 

multi-processor  architecture  with  a  private  cache,  and  each  capable  of  supporting  a  database  management 
system  (DBMS)  of  the  IMS/VS  or  DB2  type. 

Whilst,  the  invention  may  be  practised  in  the  data  sharing  combination  illustrated  in  Figure  1  and 
20  described  above,  structural  components  required  for  the  practice  of  the  invention  are  shown  in  greater  detail 

in  Figure  2.  In  the  memory  16,  is  a  semi-conductor  memory  20  designated  as  a  shared  cache.  The  shared 
cache  20  may  comprise  conventional,  multi-port,  high-speed,  random  access  memory  which  is  preferably 
non-volatile.  The  shared  cache  20  is  used  for  storage  of  blocks  of  data.  For  example  the  shared  cache  20 
can  be  used  to  store  pages  of  data,  such  as  page  21  . 

25  The  management  logic  17  has  private  memory  resources  for  storage  and  maintenance  of  a  system  list 
22  and  a  page  directory  24.  The  list  and  directory  22  and  24  are  accessed  conventionally  by  the 
management  logic  17.  For  example,  well-known  hashing  lookup  mechanisms  can  be  used  for  accessing 
these  data  structures.  The  system  list  22  is  a  data  structure  containing  a  plurality  of  entries,  each  entry 
identifying  a  computer  system  which  has  connected  operationally  to  the  memory  16.  Assuming,  for 

30  example,  that  the  computer  systems  S1,  S2  SN  have  connected,  they  will  be  listed  in  the  system  list 
22. 

The  shared  cache  20  is  operated  as  a  "store-in"  cache,  as  opposed  to  a  "store-through"  cache.  In  this 
regard,  a  "store-in"  cache  is  one  into  which  updated  pages  can  be  written  without  the  requirement  that 
these  pages  be  written  simultaneously  into  ("stored-through  to")  secondary  storage. 

35  A  page  cached  in  the  shared  cache  20  is  identified  by  a  software-assigned  name.  Therefore,  any 
requests  for  reading  or  writing  in  the  shared  cache  20  are  required  to  specify  the  name  of  the  page  which  is 
the  object  of  a  request.  The  directory  24  is  conventionally  indexed  by  the  names  of  pages  which  are  objects 
of  READ  or  WRITE  commands.  A  representative  entry  in  the  directory  24  is  indicated  by  reference  numeral 
25.  In  respect  of  the  invention  being  described,  the  fields  of  the  directory  25  which  are  relevant  are  shown 

40  in  Figure  2.  These  include  a  page  name  field  26,  an  empty  bit  (EB)  field  27,  a  page  address  field  28,  a 
change  bit  (CB)  field  30,  a  system-valid-bit  vector  (SV  BIT  VECTOR)  field  31  and  a  castout  lock 
identification  (COL-id)  field  32. 

The  page  name  field  26  is  the  field  by  which  the  management  logic  17  indexes  into  the  directory  24. 
Assume  that  the  management  logic  17  receives  a  READ  or  WRITE  command,  either  of  which  would  be 

45  accompanied  by  a  value  for  a  parameter  P  identifying  a  page.  Management  logic  17  subjects  the  value  for 
P  to  a  hashing  process  which  generates  a  value  used  by  the  logic  to  access  the  directory  quickly  via  the 
page  name,  if  it  already  exists.  Once  the  page  name  field  has  been  located,  the  page  address  field  28  is 
used  to  point  to  the  address  in  the  shared  cache  of  the  identified  page.  Preferably,  a  directory  entry  is 
created  the  first  time  a  read  request  for  the  page  is  received.  At  this  time,  the  page  address  field  of  the 

50  directory  is  left  blank  until  the  page  is  written  in  a  subsequent  write  operation. 
The  significance  of  each  of  the  EB,  CB,  SV  BIT,  and  COL-id  fields  is  given  in  Table  I. 

55 
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The  management  logic  17  creates,  manages,  and  deletes  directory  entries  as  necessary.  These 
activities  are  conducted  using  known  mechanisms,  although  the  precise  structure  of  entries  in  the  directory 
24  is  unique  to  this  invention.  The  management  logic  17  is  also  conventionally  structured  to  obtain  data 

5  from,  and  enter  data  into,  the  shared  cache  20,  although  according  to  read  and  write  operations  which  are 
unique  to  this  invention.  The  management  logic  17  also  includes  the  usual  cache  management  capability  to 
generate  "cache  miss"  and  "cache  hit"  signals.  These  signals  are  generated  in  response  to  READ 
commands  submitted  by  the  computer  systems  connected  to  the  shared  cache  20.  A  "cache  miss"  signal 
indicates  that  an  identified  page  does  not  reside  in  the  shared  cache  20,  while  a  "cache  hit"  signal  indicates 

io  that  an  identified  page  is  in  the  cache  20. 
READ  and  WRITE  commands  are  generated  by  the  computer  systems  in  the  multi-system  complex  of 

Figure  1.  These  commands  elicit  responses  from  the  management  logic  17.  Commands  and  responses  may 
be  exchanged  between  a  computer  system  and  the  management  logic  by  any  well-known  message 
protocol.  Further,  access  to  the  shared  cache  20  is  synchronous  in  that  any  computer  system  issuing  a 

75  READ  or  WRITE  command  maintains  a  wait  state  until  a  response  is  received  from  the  management  logic 
17.  The  speed  of  the  semi-conductor  memory  forming  the  shared  cache  20  reduces  the  delay  inherent  in  a 
synchronous  message  passing  structure. 

The  computer  systems  of  the  multi-system  data  sharing  complex  in  Figure  1  obtain  access  to  DASDs 
using  conventional  means,  for  example,  the  shared  disk  capability  of  an  IBM  IMS-like  system.  As  is  known, 

20  such  access  is  asynchronous  in  that  a  computer  system  will  not  enter  a  wait  state  while  a  READ  or  WRITE 
command  is  dispatched  to  a  DASD. 

The  NV-store  16  (Figure  1)  is  not  attached  directly  to  any  secondary  storage  device.  The  DBMS  of 
each  of  the  computer  systems  10,  11  and  12  is  aware  of  the  existence  of  the  NV-store  16  and  is 
responsible  for  what  is  cached  in  it.  In  the  system  an  updated  page  is  written  to  the  NV-store  explicitly  by  a 

25  DBMS.  This  is  in  contrast  to  a  conventional  electronic  disk  cache  where  the  DBMS  software  issues  a  disk 
write  and  the  page  is  put  into  the  electronic  disk  cache  by  hardware  transparently  to  the  DBMS. 

Responsiblity  for  maintaining  stealable  pages  in  the  NV-store  16  is  delegated  to  a  single  one  of,  or 
shared  collectively  by,  the  DBMSs  executing  on  the  computer  systems.  Management  of  the  page  space  in 
the  NV-store  to  ensure  availability  for  new  pages  is  undertaken  by  periodically  writing  updated  pages  from 

30  the  NV-store  to  a  secondary  storage  device  by  castout  operations.  Preferably,  the  castout  operation  is 
asynchronous  to  the  transaction  commit  operation  as  it  is  desirable  to  have  multiple  updates  to  a  page 
before  it  is  written  to  secondary  storage.  In  contrast,  in  the  electronic  disk  cache  case,  the  database 
software  is  not  responsible  for  castout. 

As  Figure  2  illustrates,  each  computer  system  includes  an  identified  buffer  which  is  used  to  stage  data 
35  exchanged  between  the  computer  system  and  the  NV-store  16.  For  example,  the  computer  system  10 

includes  a  buffer  101,  while  buffer  120  is  provided  in  the  computer  system  12.  All  computer  systems  of  the 
data  sharing  complex  possess  such  private  buffers.  Further,  whenever  one  of  the  computer  systems 
provides  a  READ  or  WRITE  command  to  the  management  logic  17,  it  sends  an  address  in  its  private  buffer 
where  the  requested  data  is  to  be  entered  or  obtained. 

40  The  invention  concerns  the  casting  out  of  data  from  the  shared  cache  to  secondary  storage  while 
permitting  the  updating  of  the  data  being  cast  out.  When  updated,  the  page  is  considered  "dirty"  until  it  is 
consistent  with  its  updated  version  in  secondary  storage.  When  the  change  and  empty  bits  in  the  directory 
entry  for  a  page  are  set  to  0,  the  page  is  referred  to  as  a  "clean  page".  In  this  regard,  the  DASD  version  of 
the  page  is  the  same  as  the  version  of  the  page  in  the  shared  cache  20.  In  contrast,  when  the  CB  for  the 

45  page  is  1,  the  page  is  "dirty"  and  its  cached  version  deviates  from  (is  more  recent  than)  its  version  in 
secondary  storage. 

The  invention  depends  upon  a  set  of  unique  commands  described  hereinafter  and  the  registration  in 
affected  directory  entries  of  changes  resulting  from  execution  of  those  commands.  These  commands 
support  non-blocking  serialization  to  cast  out  a  page  in  the  multi-system  data  sharing  complex  of  Figure  1 

50  while  maintaining  the  data  integrity  of  the  page  in  the  face  of  the  potential  for  one  system  to  be  casting  out 
a  page  while  another  system  is  attempting  to  cache  an  updated  version  of  the  page.  In  the  practice  of  the 
invention,  a  command  whose  object  is  a  given  page  is  serialized  with  other  commands  for  the  same  page 
by  the  management  logic  in  the  memory  16. 

The  memory  system  16  of  Figure  1  supports  the  following  commands: 
55  a  CONNECT  command  executed  by  a  software  system,  such  as  an  instance  of  a  database  system  in 

the  multi-system  data  sharing  complex  of  Figure  1,  connecting  to  the  NV-store  16.  In  response  to  a 
CONNECT  command,  the  management  logic  17  enters  the  identification  of  the  connecting  system  into  the 
system  list  22  and  provides  a  field  for  the  connecting  system  in  the  SV  bit  vector  of  every  entry  currently  in 
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the  directory  24  and  every  entry  thereafter  made; 
READ  PAGE  (S,  P,  Buffer  Address),  where  S  identifies  the  system  issuing  the  command,  P  identifies 

the  requested  page,  and  Buffer  Address  denotes  the  address  in  the  buffer  of  the  system  where  the  page  is 
to  be  delivered; 

5  WRITE  PAGE  (S,  P,  CB  =  1,  Buffer  Address)  This  command  is  also  referred  to  as  an  "unconditional" 
WRITE.  When  a  WRITE  PAGE  command  is  issued,  the  parameters  input  with  the  command  include  a  CB 
parameter  corresponding  to  the  CB  field  for  the  identified  page.  The  udated  nature  of  the  page  being  written 
is  indicated  by  setting  the  change  bit  to  1  ;  and 

CONDITIONAL  WRITE  (S,  P,  CB  =  0,  Buffer,  Address)  The  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  command  is  used  to 
io  "cast  in"  or  enter  into  the  NV-store  a  page  which  the  conditionally  writing  computer  system  has  obtained 

from  the  secondary  storage.  CB  =  0  indicates  that  the  page  is  unmodified; 
READ  FOR  CASTOUT  (S,P,  Buffer  Address)  This  command  initiates  castout  processing  for  page  P.  To 

cast  out  page  P,  the  DBMS  in  system  S  requests  the  management  logic  to  send  P  from  NV-store  to  the 
Buffer  Address  in  system  S.  The  system  then  writes  the  page  to  disk.  After  disk  I/O,  the  DBMS  issues  the 

is  UNLOCK-CASTOUT  ID  command;  and 
UNLOCK-CASTOUT  ID  (S,P)  This  command  tells  NV-store  that  the  page  P  has  been  successfully 

written  to  secondary  storage  (cast  out). 
The  operational  flow  for  management  logic  processing  in  response  to  a  READ  PAGE  command  is 

illustrated  in  Figure  3.  Initially,  the  management  logic  17  is  in  a  WAIT  state  50  from  which  it  can  exit  to  any 
20  one  of  at  least  three  processes,  including  the  UNCONDITIONAL  WRITE,  CONDITIONAL  WRITE,  or  READ 

PAGE  processes.  In  this  case,  it  is  assumed  that  a  READ  PAGE  command  having  the  form  illustrated  above 
has  been  received,  signified  by  step  60.  In  providing  a  READ  PAGE  command,  the  issuing  computer 
system  identifies  itself  (SI,  that  is,  the  ith  system)  the  requested  page  (P),  and  the  Buffer  Address  in  the 
computer  system  to  which  the  read  page  is  to  be  delivered.  The  read  process  undertaken  by  the 

25  management  logic  17  has  three  possible  cases. 
The  first  case  occurs  if  an  entry  for  the  identified  page  P  exists  in  the  directory  24,  as  determined  in 

step  61  ,  and  the  E  bit  of  the  page  is  set  to  0,  signifying  that  the  requested  page  is  in  the  shared  cache  20, 
as  tested  in  step  62.  Assuming  the  positive  exit  from  both  decisions,  the  read  process  sets  the  bit 
corresponding  to  the  identified  ith  computing  system  (SI)  in  the  SV  bit  vector  of  the  entry  to  1  in  step  63, 

30  returns  the  data  page  at  the  specified  Buffer  Address  in  step  64,  and  returns  a  cache  hit  indication  in  step 
66. 

The  significance  of  this  case  is  that  any  time  a  read  request  is  issued  for  a  page  which  is  already  in  the 
shared  cache  20,  the  page  will  be  unconditionally  returned  to  the  requestor  with  a  cache  hit  indication.  The 
S  bit  for  the  requestor  is  conditioned  to  a  first  state  (1)  in  order  to  indicate  that  the  copy  of  page  P 

35  possessed  by  the  system  is  current. 
In  the  second  case,  it  is  assumed  that  an  entry  exists  for  the  page  P  in  the  directory  24  (step  61),  but 

that  the  page  has  not  yet  been  entered  in  the  shared  cache  20  (step  62).  The  S  bit  for  the  requesting 
system  is  conditioned  to  the  first  state  (that  is,  to  a  "1  ")  in  step  67  and  a  cache  miss  is  issued  in  step  68.  In 
this  case,  a  previous  READ  PAGE  command  has  been  received  by  the  management  logic  17  resulting  in 

40  creation  of  a  directory  entry,  but  the  page  has  not  yet  been  brought  up  from  DASD  and  put  into  the  shared 
cache. 

In  the  third  case,  a  directory  entry  for  page  P  does  not  exist,  and  management  logic  17  follows  the 
negative  exit  from  the  decision  in  step  61  and  executes  steps  70,  71  ,  72  and  68  in  sequence.  In  step  70, 
the  management  logic  creates  a  directory  entry  for  the  page  P  (assuming  available  storage),  in  step  71, 

45  initially  conditions  the  entire  SV  bit  vector  for  the  created  entry  to  a  second  state  (preferably,  "0").  Then,  in 
step  72,  the  E  bit  is  set  to  1  ,  CB  is  set  to  0,  and  the  S  bit  for  the  requesting  system  is  conditioned  to  the 
first  state.  Last,  a  cache  miss  is  issued  in  step  68  and  the  logic  enters  the  wait  state. 

In  this  third  case,  system  SI  has  lodged  the  first  READ  request  for  page  P;  any  following  READ  request 
before  the  page  is  entered  into  the  shared  cache  20  will  follow  procedure  steps  60,  61  ,  62,  67  and  68.  Once 

50  the  requested  page  has  been  moved  up  to  the  shared  cache  20  from  DASD,  a  READ  request  will  follow 
steps  60,  61  ,  62,  63,  64  and  66. 

The  process  employed  by  the  management  logic  for  writing  an  updated  page  to  the  shared  cache  20  is 
illustrated  in  Figure  4.  A  page  may  be  updated  after  being  retrieved  from  the  shared  cache  20  by  a  READ 
PAGE  command.  Alternatively,  a  page  may  be  updated  after  being  obtained  from  a  DASD,  but  before  the 

55  page  is  ever  entered  into  the  shared  cache  20.  Assume  that  system  SI  has  acquired  the  page  P,  has 
updated  the  page,  and  now  must  write  the  page  into  the  shared  cache  20.  In  step  70,  system  SI  will  issue 
the  WRITE  command  with  CB  =  1  to  write  the  updated  page  P. 

There  are  three  possible  cases:  an  entry  for  the  page  P  exists  in  the  directory  24  and  E  =  0  (the  page  is 
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in  the  shared  cache  20);  the  entry  for  page  P  exists,  but  the  page  has  not  yet  been  entered  in  any  form  into 
the  shared  cache  20;  an  entry  does  not  exist  for  the  page  P  in  the  directory.  In  each  case,  a  determination 
is  made  in  step  71  whether  an  entry  exists. 

In  the  first  case,  the  write  process  moves  to  step  72  where  it  is  determined  whether  page  P  is  in  the 
5  shared  cache  20.  As  it  does,  the  next  step  73  is  for  the  CB  field  of  the  directory  entry  for  page  P  to  be  set 

to  1.  Next,  in  step  74,  the  existing  version  of  page  P  is  overwritten  with  the  data  at  the  Buffer  Address 
provided  with  the  WRITE  command.  Then,  in  step  75,  all  S  bits  in  the  SV  BIT  VECTOR  for  the  page's  data 
entry  are  set  to  0  except  the  S  bit  for  the  system  issuing  the  WRITE  command  which  is  set  to  1.  The 
management  logic  then  returns  an  acceptance  of  the  command  to  the  requesting  system  in  step  76  and 

io  enters  the  wait  state  50. 
In  the  second  case,  where  there  is  a  directory  entry  for  the  page  P  in  step  71  ,  but  the  page  is  not  in  the 

shared  cache  as  determined  in  step  72,  the  process  executes  step  77,  where  the  change  bit  CB  in  the 
directory  entry  for  the  requested  page  is  set  to  1  .  Step  78  follows,  in  which  space  is  allocated  for  page  P  in 
the  shared  cache  20,  the  data  is  moved  to  the  allocated  space  from  the  Buffer  Address  of  system  SI,  and 

is  the  cache  address  of  the  page  is  placed  in  the  page  address  field  of  the  page's  directory  entry.  Next,  in 
step  79,  the  empty  bit  EB  is  set  to  0  in  page  P's  directory  entry.  Then  step  75  is  executed,  following  which 
the  logic  returns  an  acceptance  of  the  command  in  step  76  and  enters  the  wait  state  50. 

In  the  third  case,  when  in  step  71  there  is  no  directory  entry  for  page  P,  the  negative  exit  is  taken  and 
steps  81  to  85  are  executed,  following  which  the  logic  enters  the  wait  state  50.  In  step  81,  a  directory  entry 

20  is  created  for  page  P,  and  in  step  82,  space  is  allocated  in  the  shared  cache  for  entry  of  the  page.  In  step 
83,  all  bits  in  the  page's  SV  bit  vector  are  initialized  to  0  and  the  EB  bit  is  set  to  0.  Next,  in  step  84,  the  S 
bit  for  the  requesting  system  (bit  SI)  is  conditioned  to  1  and  the  change  bit  is  also  set  to  1  ,  indicating  that 
the  page  has  been  changed,  and  the  page's  address  is  placed  in  the  entry.  In  step  85,  the  directory  entry 
for  page  P  is  entered  into  the  directory  and  the  page  is  placed  into  the  cache  at  the  allocated  location.  The 

25  logic  then  returns  an  acceptance  in  step  76  and  enters  the  wait  state  50. 
The  write  process  of  Figure  4  is  unconditional  in  that  the  request  is  never  rejected.  Further,  execution  of 

any  one  of  the  WRITE  cases  will  result  in  setting  the  change  bit  for  the  affected  page  and  zeroing  all  bits  of 
the  SV  bit  vector  for  the  affected  page,  except  the  bit  for  the  writing  computer  system.  As  will  be  seen  from 
the  following  description  of  the  CONDITIONAL  WRITE,  zeroing  the  S  bits  for  non-writing  computer  systems 

30  during  a  WRITE  will  prevent  entry  of  down-level  pages  into  the  shared  cache.  However,  the  WRITE  does 
not  prevent  the  completion  of  later-occurring  UNCONDITIONAL  WRITES.  In  order  to  ensure  that  at  any  time 
only  one  system  is  modifying  a  page,  a  WRITE  lock  would  be  required  by  the  writing  system. 

CONDITIONAL  WRITE  processing  by  the  management  logic  17  is  illustrated  in  Figure  5.  In  this 
processing,  it  is  assumed  that  system  SI  has  received  a  cache  miss  from  the  NV-store  and  has  then 

35  obtained  a  page  from  the  secondary  storage,  has  not  changed  it,  and  is  preparing  to  cache  it  in  the  shared 
cache  20.  In  the  parameter  set  sent  to  the  management  logic  17  in  step  90,  system  SI  sets  the  change  bit 
CB  to  0,  which  signifies  that  the  page  in  the  possession  of  the  computer  system  is  equivalent  to  the 
secondary  storage  version  of  the  page.  System  SI  issues  a  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  command  with  CB  equal 
to  O.  Again,  there  are  three  cases. 

40  In  the  first  case,  a  directory  entry  for  the  page  and  the  page  itself  exist  in  the  cache.  The  command  is 
responded  to  in  step  90  and  the  directory  24  is  checked  in  step  91  for  an  entry  corresponding  to  page  P. 
Assuming  the  page  is  in  the  directory,  it  is  then  determined  in  step  92  by  checking  the  empty  bit  of  the 
entry,  whether  the  page  is  in  the  cache.  If  the  page  is  in  the  cache,  the  S  bit  for  system  SI  is  checked  in  the 
SV  bit  vector  of  the  page  entry  to  determine  whether  another  system  has  changed  the  page  in  step  93.  If  bit 

45  SI  is  set  to  1,  no  change  to  the  page  has  occurred  and  the  management  logic  17  has  determined  that  the 
page  is  in  the  cache,  that  the  page  submitted  by  SI  is  equivalent  to  the  page  in  the  cache,  and  that  no 
overwriting  of  the  page  is  required.  Thus,  the  management  logic  17  will  return  the  appropriate  code  to 
signify  acceptance  of  the  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  in  step  95.  However,  that  no  data  will  be  transferred  from 
the  memory  of  the  system  SI  to  the  shared  cache  20  and  the  logic  then  enters  the  wait  state.  If  in  step  93  it 

50  is  determined  that  a  change  has  occurred  in  the  page,  then  the  command  is  rejected  in  step  105  and  the 
logic  enters  the  wait  state  50. 

In  the  second  case,  whilst  a  directory  entry  exists  for  page  P  as  determined  in  step  91,  the 
management  logic  17  in  step  92  determines  that  the  page  is  not  in  the  cache  and  the  process  continues  in 
step  97.  In  step  97,  SV  bit  SI  of  the  SV  bit  vector  for  page  P  is  checked.  If  the  bit  has  been  set  to  1  ,  system 

55  SI  is  in  possession  of  a  valid  page  and  step  97  is  followed  by  steps  99,  100  and  102.  Space  is  allocated  in 
the  shared  cache  and  the  page  data  is  moved  from  the  Buffer  Address  of  system  SI  to  the  allocated  space 
in  step  99.  In  step  100,  the  E  bit  is  set  to  0  and  the  CB  bit  is  set  to  0.  In  step  102,  the  page  address  is  set 
in  the  directory  entry  and  the  entry  is  placed  in  the  directory.  Last,  the  management  logic  returns  an 
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acceptance  of  the  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  to  system  SI  in  step  95  and  enters  the  wait  state  50. 
In  this  case,  if  in  step  97,  the  S  bit  of  system  SI  is  0,  the  system  SI  is  not  in  possession  of  a  valid  page 

and  the  conditional  write  processing  is  terminated,  the  management  logic  17  returning  the  rejection  of  the 
CONDITIONAL  WRITE  command  to  system  SI  in  step  105  and  then  entering  the  wait  state  50. 

5  In  the  third  case,  if  the  management  logic  determines  in  step  91  in  response  to  a  received  CON- 
DITIONAL  WRITE  command  that  no  entry  has  been  made  for  page  P  in  the  directory  24,  command 
processing  is  terminated  and  the  command  is  rejected  in  step  105,  the  management  logic  then  entering  the 
wait  state  50. 

With  these  commands,  it  should  be  obvious  that  the  SV  bit  vector  and  change  bit  fields  effectively 
io  serialize  the  casting  in  of  pages  to  the  shared  cache  20  with  the  guarantee  that,  once  a  page  is  cast  in  and 

changed,  a  later  down-level  version  of  the  page  obtained  from  the  secondary  storage  will  not  overwrite  an 
updated  version  of  the  page  in  the  shared  cache.  The  guarantee  is  advanced  by  the  non-blocking 
serialization  protocol  for  moving  a  page  obtained  from  secondary  storage  into  the  shared  cache.  The 
protocol  works  well  because  the  NV-store  begins  tracking  caching  of  the  page  (in  the  SV  bit  vector)  at  the 

is  first  READ  PAGE  command  issued,  even  if  the  command  results  in  a  cache  miss  owing  to  the  absence  of 
the  directory  entry  or  data.  An  unconditional  WRITE  command  by  another  system  will  set  the  change  bit  for 
page  P  and  reset  the  S  bit  of  all  systems  other  than  the  writing  system  in  the  page's  SV  bit  vector. 
Processing  of  a  subsequent  CONDITIONAL  WRITE  command  will  key  on:  a)  the  writing  system's  S  bit  in 
the  SV  bit  vector;  or,  b)  absence  of  a  directory  entry  for  the  page.  The  NV-store  rejects  the  CONDITIONAL 

20  WRITE  command  in  both  cases. 
Once  an  updated  page  is  written  to  the  cache  20,  the  problem  remains  how  to  ensure  that  a  version  of 

the  page  being  cast  out  does  not  cause  deletion  of  a  more  current  version  of  the  page  in  the  shared  cache. 
The  present  invention  utilizes  the  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  and  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  commands  in  a 
protocol  which  guarantees  that  the  castout  operation  in  the  multi-system,  data-sharing  complex  of  Figure  1 

25  will  not  delete  from  the  shared  cache  20  an  updated  version  of  a  page  when  a  previous  version  of  the  page 
is  being  cast  out  to  secondary  storage.  This  guarantee  is  effective  even  in  the  face  of  a  possibility  that  the 
page  may  be  updated  while  castout  is  occurring. 

The  command  processing  in  the  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  command  is  illustrated  in  Figure  6.  Initially,  the 
management  logic  17  is  in  the  wait  state  50  from  which  it  responds  to  the  receipt  in  step  200  of  a  READ 

30  FOR  CASTOUT  command  from  system  SI  for  page  P.  In  response  to  such  receipt,  the  COL-ld  field  of  the 
directory  entry  for  page  P  is  checked  in  step  201.  If  the  COL-ld  field  is  empty  (preferably  denoted  by  a 
value  of  0),  the  management  logic  sets  the  CB  field  in  the  directory  entry  for  page  P  to  0  in  step  203,  enters 
the  identification  of  the  requesting  system  into  the  COL-ld  field  of  the  entry  in  step  204,  and  returns  the 
copy  of  page  P  which  is  in  shared  cache  20  to  the  Buffer  Address  specified  in  the  command  parameter  set 

35  in  step  205,  then  entering  the  wait  state  50.  At  this  point,  the  DBMS  in  system  SI  will  begin  a  process  for 
writing  the  version  of  page  P  in  its  buffer  to  the  secondary  storage. 

If  another  system  is  conducting  a  castout  operation  case  the  COL-ld  field  value  will  be  non-zero  and  the 
system  is  conducting  a  cast  out  operation.  The  management  logic  17  will  reject  the  command  in  step  210 
and  return  to  the  wait  state  50. 

40  Figure  7  illustrates  management  logic  processing  for  the  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  command.  Initially, 
the  management  logic  17  is  in  the  wait  state  50.  Upon  receiving  the  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  command 
(UNLOCK  COL-ld)  in  step  220,  it  compares  in  step  221  the  entry  in  the  COL-ld  field  of  page  P  with  SI,  the 
identification  of  the  system  issuing  the  command.  Equality  of  the  values  signifies  that  the  requesting  system 
is  the  one  which  initiated  the  cast  out  process  with  a  READ  FOR  CAST  OUT  command.  If  the  values  are 

45  equal,  the  COL-ld  field  is  set  to  0  in  step  222,  and  the  management  logic  enters  wait  state  50.  If  by  a 
software  error,  there  is  non-equality  of  the  COL-ld  and  system  Id  values,  the  command  is  rejected  in  step 
225  and  the  logic  returns  to  the  wait  state  50. 

Figure  8  shows  processing  for  deletion  of  a  page  which  has  been  cast  out  by  use  of  the  commands 
illustrated  in  Figure  6  and  7.  Deletion  means  removal  of  a  directory  entry  and  appropriation  of  the  cache 

50  space  pointed  to  by  the  directory.  Any  appropriate  DELETE  process  which  is  internal  in  the  management 
logic  17  would  be  employed  to  appropriate  cache  space  holding  page  P  and  to  remove  its  associated 
directory  entry  from  the  directory.  Necessarily,  the  delete  process  would  depend  upon  completion  of  a 
READ  FOR  CASTOUT/UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  sequence,  following  which  the  castout  page  P  would  be 
deleted.  Figure  8  illustrates  how  the  castout  process  provides  against  deletion  of  a  page  which  has  been 

55  updated  by  a  WRITE  command  during  the  castout  process.  Figure  8  does  not  assume  that  the  deletion 
necessarily  immediately  follows  the  castout. 

In  step  230,  a  DELETE  process  is  invoked  internally  in  the  management  logic  17  to  delete  page  P  from 
the  shared  cache  20  when  a  directory  entry  has  to  be  created  and  no  free  entry  is  available.  The  CB  field  of 

9 
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the  directory  entry  for  page  P  is  first  inspected  in  step  231  and  then  the  COL-ld  field  of  the  entry  is 
inspected  in  step  232.  In  step  231  ,  if  the  CB  change  bit  has  been  set  to  1  ,  the  inference  drawn  is  that  the 
version  of  page  P  in  the  shared  cache  and  the  version  in  secondary  storage  are  inconsistent,  in  which  case, 
castout  processing  to  write  the  shared  cache  version  to  secondary  storage  would  have  to  be  initiated.  In  this 

5  case,  step  233  follows  and  the  delete  process  is  terminated.  If  not,  step  232  follows.  In  step  232,  it  is 
possible  that  a  castout  process  has  begun  by  execution  of  a  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  command  but  that  the 
process  has  not  been  completed  by  execution  of  the  following  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK.  In  this  case  the 
COL-ld  field  would  be  non-zero  and  the  delete  process  would  terminate  in  step  233  so  that  the  entry  would 
not  be  deleted.  If  not,  the  conditions  of  consistency  between  shared  cache  and  secondary  storage  versions 

io  and  completion  of  a  castout  process  would  be  met  and  the  directory  entry  for  the  page  P  would  be  deleted 
from  the  directory  24  in  step  235.  At  this  time,  the  appropriate  cache  management  policy  could  be  invoked 
to  steal  the  cache  space  allocated  to  the  page  P.  After  that,  the  logic  enters  the  wait  state  50. 

OPERATION  OF  THE  INVENTION 
15 

Figure  9  shows  the  operation  of  a  castout  process  employing  the  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  (RFC)  and 
UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  (UNLOCK)  commands.  The  guarantee  of  consistency  between  the  shared  cache 
and  secondary  storage  versions  of  the  page  P  is  illustrated  in  the  operation  by  a  WRITE  command  which 
occurs  between  the  RFC  and  UNLOCK  commands.  The  operation  is  illustrated  with  reference  to  a 

20  representation  of  a  directory  entry  for  page  P  which  shows  only  the  page  identification  P,  the  change  bit 
CB,  and  the  COL-id  fields  for  the  entry.  The  directory  entry  for  page  P  is  indicated  by  reference  numeral 
300.  In  addition,  time  unfolds  vertically  along  the  arrow  marked  TIME. 

In  Figure  9,  assume  system  S1  begins  a  castout  process  by  issuing  a  READ  FOR  CASTOUT  command 
in  step  302  which  initiates  step  303,  the  RFC  processing  illustrated  in  Figure  6.  In  processing  the  command, 

25  the  NV-store  management  logic  sets  the  change  bit  to  0  and  enters  the  identification  of  system  1  (S1)  in  the 
COL-id  field  of  page  P's  directory  entry.  The  management  logic  in  step  306  returns  a  copy  of  page  P  from 
the  shared  cache  to  the  buffer  of  system  S1  .  System  S1  then  in  step  307  initiates  a  WRITE  TO  DISK  I/O 
process  for  entering  the  copy  of  page  P  into  the  secondary  storage.  In  the  meantime,  system  S2  executes  a 
WRITE  command  308  after  the  RFC  process  has  been  completed,  but  before  the  WRITE  TO  DISK  process 

30  307  has  been  completed  at  step  312.  System  S2  indicates  a  CB  value  of  1  for  the  directory  entry  of  page  P 
and  the  CB  field  of  the  entry  300  is  changed  to  this  value  during  the  WRITE  process  31  1  conducted  by  the 
management  logic  according  to  Figure  4.  At  this  point,  an  updated  version  of  page  P  which  is  being  written 
to  secondary  storage  exists  in  the  shared  cache,  introducing  inconsistency  between  it  and  the  version  being 
cast  out  by  system  S1  . 

35  Some  time  after  execution  of  the  WRITE  command  308,  the  WRITE  TO  DISK  process  at  system  S1  is 
completed.  Now,  system  S1  issues  an  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  command  at  step  314,  initiating 
corresponding  processing  by  the  management  at  step  315.  During  the  processing  step  315,  the  manage- 
ment  logic  zeros  the  COL-ld  field  of  the  directory  entry  300,  which  unlocks  page  P  for  another  castout 
process.  The  key  point  to  note  is  that  the  UNLOCK  CASTOUT  LOCK  command  does  not  cause  the  CB  field 

40  in  directory  entry  300  to  be  reset.  This  prevents  the  management  logic  17  from  deleting  page  P  as  shown 
in  Figure  8.  The  newer  version  of  P  would  be  cast  out  by  the  castout  process  initiated  later  by  S1  or  S2. 
Thus,  if  the  management  logic  attempts  in  step  318  to  delete  page  P,  deletion  of  page  P  is  prevented  and 
another  page  is  considered  for  deletion. 

The  invention  is  best  practised  in  the  form  of  programming  of  the  management  logic  17  and  the 
45  database  management  systems  of  the  computer  systems  10,  11,  and  12.  Such  programming  is  derivable 

from  the  process  flow  diagrams  of  Figures  3  to  8,  the  operational  flow  diagram  of  Figure  9,  and  the 
explanations  given  hereinabove.  In  this  regard,  the  management  logic  17  would  be  a  mechanism  for  non- 
blocking  serialization  between  write  and  castout  of  a  page  in  the  shared  cache  20  of  Figure  2.  In  the 
alternative,  the  management  logic  could  be  partially  or  entirely  hard-wired  with  circuitry  which  is  derivable 

50  from  the  description  and  the  flow  diagrams. 
A  non-blocking  serialisation  for  caching  data  in  a  shared  cache  is  described  and  claimed  in  application 

FP  filed  contemperaneously  with  the  present  application  and  based  on  USSN  07/628,21  1  . 

Claims 
55 

1.  A  method  for  serialising  the  removal  of  data  from  relatively  high-speed  memory  for  storage  in  relatively 
low-speed  storage  facility,  in  a  combination  including  management  logic  means  for  obtaining  data  from 
the  memory  in  response  to  READ  commands,  for  creating  data  counterparts  for  blocks  of  data  in  the 
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memory,  and  for  deleting  blocks  of  data  from  the  memory,  at  least  one  storage  facility  for  storing  data, 
and  a  plurality  of  computer  systems  connected  to  the  memory  and  to  the  storage  facility,  the  method 
comprising  the  steps  of  generating  a  data  counterpart  for  a  block  of  data  at  the  memory,  the  data 
counterpart  including  change  bit  and  castout  identification  fields,  providing  a  READ  command  from  a 

5  first  computer  system  to  obtain  the  block  of  data  for  entry  into  the  storage  facility,  in  response  to  the 
READ  command,  setting  the  change  bit  field  to  indicate  correspondence  between  the  version  of  the 
block  of  data  in  the  memory  and  a  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  storage  facility  and  setting  the 
castout  identification  field  of  the  data  counterpart  to  a  value  identifying  the  first  computer  system,  and 
preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  the  memory  in  response  to  the  value  in  the  castout 

io  identification  field. 

2.  A  method  according  to  Claim  1,  including  the  steps  of  issuing  a  WRITE  command  from  a  second 
computer  system  to  change  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  memory,  in  response  to  the  WRITE 
command,  changing  the  change  bit  field  to  indicate  disparity  between  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in 

is  the  memory  and  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  storage  facility,  and  in  response  to  the  indicated 
disparity  in  the  change  bit  field,  preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  memory. 

3.  A  method  according  to  Claim  2,  comprising  the  steps  of,  when  the  first  computer  system  enters  the 
block  of  data  into  the  storage  facility,  deleting  the  value  from  the  castout  identification  field, 

20  (a)  after  prevention  of  the  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  memory,  providing  a  READ  command 
from  a  computer  system  to  obtain  the  updated  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  memory; 
(b)  in  response  to  the  READ  command,  setting  the  change  bit  field  to  indicate  correspondence 
between  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  memory  and  a  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the 
storage  facility  and  setting  the  castout  identification  field  of  the  data  counterpart  to  a  value 

25  identifying  the  computer  system; 
(c)  at  the  computer  system,  writing  the  updated  version  of  the  block  of  data  to  the  storage  facility; 
(d)  in  response  to  writing  the  updated  version  of  the  block  of  data  to  the  storage  facility,  deleting  the 
value  identifying  the  computer  system  from  the  castout  identification  field; 
(e)  if  the  change  bit  field  indicates  correspondence  between  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the 

30  memory  and  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  storage  facility,  deleting  the  block  of  data  from 
the  memory;  otherwise, 

performing  steps  (a)  to  (e)  until  the  block  of  data  has  been  deleted  from  the  memory. 

35  4.  A  method  for  controlling  removal  of  data  from  a  relatively  high-speed  cache  in  a  multi-computer,  data 
sharing  system  including  management  means  for  controlling  access  to  the  blocks  of  data  in  the  cache 
and  for  deleting  blocks  of  data  from  the  cache,  a  relatively  low  speed  storage  facility,  and  a  plurality  of 
computer  systems  connected  to  the  storage  facility  and  to  the  cache,  including  the  steps  of,  reading  a 
block  of  data  from  the  cache  for  entry  into  the  storage  facility  at  a  first  computer  system,  and  if  the 

40  block  of  data  is  changed  in  the  cache  by  a  second  computer  system  while  the  first  computer  system  is 
entering  it  into  the  storage  facility,  preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  the  cache;  otherwise, 
deleting  the  block  of  data  from  the  cache. 

5.  A  method  for  controlling  removal  of  data  from  the  cache,  a  relatively  high-speed  cache  in  a  multi- 
45  computer,  data  sharing  system  including  management  means  for  controlling  access  to  blocks  of  data  in 

the  cache  and  for  deleting  blocks  of  data  from  the  cache,  a  relatively  low  speed  storage  facility,  and  a 
plurality  of  computer  systems  connected  to  the  storage  facility  and  to  the  cache,  a  method  for 
controlling  removal  of  data  from  the  cache,  including  the  steps  of  creating  a  data  counterpart  to  a  block 
of  data  in  the  cache,  the  data  counterpart  including  a  castout  lock  field  for  containing  the  identification 

50  of  a  computer  system  which  obtains  the  block  of  data  for  entry  into  the  storage  facility, 
(a)  if  the  castout  lock  field  contains  identification  of  a  computer  system,  preventing  deletion  of  the 
block  of  data; 
(b)  if  the  block  of  data  in  the  cache  is  not  consistent  with  a  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  storage 
facility,  preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  the  cache,  otherwise 

55  (c)  deleting  the  block  of  data  from  the  cache. 

6.  A  method  according  to  Claim  5,  wherein  steps  (a),  (b)  and  (c)  are  repeated  in  sequence  until  the  block 
of  data  is  deleted. 

11 
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7.  A  method  for  serializing  the  movement  of  blocks  of  data  from  a  relatively  high-speed  memory  to  a 
relatively  low-speed  storage  facility  in  a  combination  including  management  logic  means  for  obtaining 
data  from  the  memory  in  response  to  READ  commands  and  for  maintaining  a  directory  containing  data 
counterparts  of  blocks  of  data  in  the  memory,  at  least  one  storage  facility  for  storing  data,  and  a 

5  plurality  of  computer  systems  connected  to  the  memory  and  the  storage  facility,  the  method  compris- 
ing  the  steps  of,  creating  at  the  memory  a  data  counterpart  for  a  block  of  data  in  the  memory,  the  data 
counterpart  including  a  change  field  for  indicating  whether  or  not  the  block  of  data  is  consistent  with  a 
version  of  a  block  of  data  in  the  storage  facility  and  an  identification  field  for  identifying  a  computer 
system  which  has  obtained  the  block  of  data  for  entry  into  the  storage  facility,  issuing  from  a  first 

io  computer  system  a  request  for  obtaining  the  block  of  data  from  the  memory  for  entry  into  the  storage 
facility,  in  response  to  the  request,  setting  the  change  of  field  to  indicate  consistency  between  the  block 
of  data  in  the  memory  and  the  version  of  the  block  of  data  in  the  storage  facility  and  entering  the 
identification  of  the  first  computer  system  into  the  identification  field,  at  the  first  computer  system, 
entering  the  block  of  data  into  the  storage  facility,  after  entry  of  the  block  of  data  into  the  storage 

is  facility,  removing  the  identification  of  the  first  computer  system  from  the  identification  field,  and  if  the 
change  field  indicates  disparity  between  the  block  of  data  and  the  memory  of  the  block  of  data  in  the 
storage  facility,  preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  the  memory,  otherwise  deleting  the  block 
of  data  from  the  memory. 

20  8.  A  combination  including  a  relatively  high-speed  memory,  at  least  one  relatively  low-speed  storage 
facility  for  storing  data,  and  a  plurality  of  computer  systems  connected  to  the  memory  and  to  the 
storage  facility,  non-blocking  means  for  serializing  the  removal  of  data  from  the  memory,  comprising 
means  to  read  a  block  of  data  from  the  memory  for  entry  into  the  storage  facility  at  a  first  computer 
system,  means  for  preventing  deletion  of  the  block  of  data  from  the  cache,  if  the  block  is  changed  by  a 

25  second  computer  system  whilst  being  entered  by  the  first,  and  means  for  deleting  the  block  from  the 
cache,  otherwise. 
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